Re-examining ammonia addition to the Criegee intermediate: converging to chemical accuracy.
Stabilized Criegee intermediates (SCI) are formed during the ozonolysis of unsaturated hydrocarbons and have been implicated in the formation of hydroxyl radicals and aerosols. Previous theoretical research [S. Jørgenson and A. Gross, J. Phys. Chem. A, 2009, 113, 10284-10290] computed the rate constants for addition of ammonia to simple SCIs, but reported a wide distribution of quantum chemical energies, depending on the basis set used. We report optimized geometries for these reactions at the CCSD(T)/ANO2 and CCSD(T)/ANO1 levels, and CCSD(T)/CBS energies with perturbative quadruples corrections. We find the inclusion of perturbative quadruples corrections elevates the energy of the transition state by 0.76-0.88 kcal mol-1 relative to the reactants, which qualitatively changes the reaction surface. We calculate rate constants and find that Jørgenson and Gross previously overestimated the rate constants for ammonia addition to SCIs, but were within an order of magnitude. This supports the previous conclusion of Vereecken et al. [L. Vereecken, H. Harder and A. Novelli, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14, 14682-14695] that ammonia addition to SCIs is a negligible sink of Criegee intermediates.